
Wilbur Soot, Saline Solution
[Intro]
One, two, three and four

[Zwrotka 1]
I think this time I'm dying
I’m not melodramatic
I'm just pragmatic beyond any
Reasoning for thinking I've got
Fuckin’ rabies, or something

[Ref. 1]
I think this time I'm dying
I think this time I'm dying

[Zwrotka 2]
I think I've lost my mind
Blurring the fact and the fictions
While simultaneously fixing
Myself up with a girl
Named Panadol
Bite the tablet, elixir
Disintegrate, mouth's a mixer

[Ref. 2]
I think I've lost my mind
I think I've lost my mind

[Bridge]
If I could just break one more night
Maybe I could wake up and feel alright
My optimistically set alarm clock time
Serves only to mock me with flashing lights

[Zwrotka 3]
I think I've made my choice
I’m a deceased playing victim
Slip the face, slip the victory
I think I’ve made my choice
Sit secluded in hatred
Void the plans friends are making
I think I've found my voice
I’m a leech sucking blood bags
Taste defeat, it's a sandbag

[Outro]
Saline solution
Saline solution to all your
Saline solution to all your
Saline solution to all your problems
*Laughs*

Meaning of the song:

&quot;Saline Solution&quot; is a track from the June 25, 2020 studio album by popular Twitch streamer Wilbur Soot titled &quot;Your City Gave Me Asthma.&quot; The project deals with themes of loneliness, addictions and the desperate need to escape from London. Wilbur himself claims that a girl he liked and then dated for two years when he was 17 is the subject of many of the songs on the album.

Wilbur explained earlier in his streams that he struggled with intense fear for his health for a very long time. This anxiety means that he is constantly afraid that he is ill, dying or suffering from another medical problem of which he is unaware, a condition known as neurotic.



The lyrics of &quot;Saline Solution&quot; detail his constant struggle with these ideas, feeling crazy because part of him knows he's fine while he can't shake off the nagging fear that he's slowly dying.
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